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ͳ Context of the fleet test  
Johannes Schäuble, Patrick Jochem, Wolf Fichtner 
French-German Institute for Environmental Research / 
Institute for Industrial Production, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology This chapter will give a short introduction to the context of the fleet test. The following chapters will then provide detailed information on the re-search conducted during the time of the fleet test. As each chapter solely provides information about the individual treated topic this chapter will rather highlight the environment in which these researches had been per-formed. This will help the reader to understand certain singularities which had to be faced during the fleet test.  )n section ͳ.ͳ the involved partners and their tasks will be described brief-ly. )n the following section we explicate the concept and the challenges of interoperability during the fleet test. Section four gives a rough overview on the fleet schedule and section ͳ.Ͷ gives an overview of all employed EV. Finally the charging infrastructure of the fleet is presented. ͳ.ͳ Partners in the fleet test and their main activities Different French and German industry partners and research organisations participated and introduced their knowledge into the fleet test. They were supported by several associated partners, mainly French and German re-gional institutions. The project was funded by French and German Minis-tries: On French side the Ministry for Ecology, Sustainable Development and Energy ȋMinistère de l'Ecologie, du Développement Durable et de lǯEnergieȌ, the Ministry of )ndustry ȋMinistère du Redressement ProductifȌ and the Ministry of Academic Education and Research ȋMinistère de lǯEnseignement Supérieur et de la RechercheȌ, on the German side the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Energy ȋBundesministerium f“r 
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Wirtschaft und EnergieȌ and the Federal Ministry of Transport and digital )nfrastructure ȋBundesministerium f“r Verkehr und digitale )nfrastrukturȌ. )n the following a short description of the main tasks of the full partners is given. We are focusing here only on the tasks related to the fleet test and do not mention all other tasks undertaken by the partners. Furthermore, we make no claim to be complete here. The original equipment manufacturers (OEM) Daimler AG, Dr. )ng. h.c. F. Porsche AG, PSA Peugeot Citroën SA and Renault SA provided the EV which were employed in the project. Their specifications are described in section five. Daimler developed a conformance test tool for Mode ͵ charg-ing processes ȋ)SO ͳͷͳͳͺȌ, accompanied the cross-border infrastructure standardisation process and also brought two types of EV into the project. A total of ͸Ͳ cars split between the models smart fortwo electric drive and Mercedes-Benz A-Klasse E-CELL were involved in the project. (ereby, the company could gain some important insight on market research and cus-tomer acceptance. Within the fleet test Porsche focused on the installation and the actual testing of battery-operated electric sports cars without combustion engine in form of the Porsche Boxster e model as well as the testing of vehicles from the Panamera family with plug-in technologies and their use in cross-border mobility. The brands Peugeot and Citroën partic-ipated in the fleet test with approximately ͵ͷ mass produced EV: About ͵Ͳ Peugeot iOn and Citroën C-ZERO as well as some Peugeot Partner Origin and Citroën Berlingo were brought into the fleet test and used in normal conditions by private and commercial clients. )n cooperation with the re-search institute )FSTTAR ten Peugeot iOn and Citroën C-ZERO were equipped with additional data loggers. Renault brought seven mass-produced Kangoo Z.E. into the fleet. For all OEMs the main findings were primarily derived from the challenge of a cross-border use of EV, as e.g. the different mode of operation of charg-ing stations and several billing and payment systems as well as different plug types. The different additionally aspects that were put under test in-
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cluded the batteriesǯ durability, charging and discharging cycles, the usersǯ acceptance EV as well as the safety in traffic under everyday conditions.  The utilities Électricité de France SA ȋEDFȌ and Energie Baden-W“rttemberg AG ȋEnBWȌ provided and developed several EV specific ser-vices ȋcf. chapter ͷȌ as well as comprehensive interoperable electric vehi-cle supply equipment ȋEVSEȌ infrastructure ȋcf. section ͳ.ͷȌ. EDF focused within the fleet test on ȋͳȌ user acceptance analysis based on experiences during former projects ȋe.g. Kléber in StrasbourgȌ, ȋʹȌ designing and defin-ing studies on the interoperable charging infrastructures and roaming platform as well as ȋ͵Ȍ supporting the local territories ȋCommunauté ur-baine de Strasbourg, region Moselle, Thionville, Forbach, Sarreguemines, and ColmarȌ in order to deploy public charging stations ȋe.g. upstream specificationsȌ. For the latter task European conform calls for tenders for interoperable EVSE were developed, which were used as a blueprint in many other regions during the last years. Additionally, together with N)S-SAN and CORA C(AdeMO fast charging EVSE where installed and operat-ed. EnBW took over the corresponding role on the German side and in-stalled and are operating an interoperable charging infrastructure in Baden along the French-German border in cooperation with local energy suppliers as well as the development of innovative tariff and access con-cepts for public EVSE. Whereas in Germany the rollout of the EVSE was supported by EnBW, in France the rollout was financed by the local au-thorities ȋwhich seems to be closer to real market conditionsȌ. For the rollout EnBW made use of the experiences from the MeRegioMobil project in Karlsruhe and Stuttgart. Together with other partners EDF and EnBW contributed substantially to the development and implementation of the interoperable electromobility platform.  The electric infrastructure and service oriented industrial partners such as Schneider Electric SA, Siemens AG and Bosch Software )nnovations Gmb( installed further infrastructure and developed a comprehensive roaming layer, which was used to provide service interoperability in the fleet test. This infrastructure represents a cornerstone of current European roaming for EV by inertercharge ȋcf. chapter ͷȌ. Bosch Software )nnova-
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tions provided and operated special internet services for electromobility. These services allowed the necessary communication among all parties involved in the fleet test to offer an interoperable charging for the custom-ers. Furthermore, other added value services such as navigation and net-worked fleet management were discussed with all partners and partly implemented. The Siemens AG supported the project partners in the topic of interoperability of the alternating current ȋACȌ charging infrastructure ȋMode ͵Ȍ, security aspects during the charging process and the installation and testing of direct current ȋDCȌ charging stations ȋMode Ͷ, C(AdeMOȌ. Additionally, Siemens integrated infrastructure in the developed roaming layer and tested existing standards on plugs and charging protocols be-tween the EV and the EVSE ȋmainly )SOͳͷͳͳͺȌ as well as between EVSE and the backend ȋe.g. OCPPȌ. Schneider Electric SA performed different tasks within the fleet test ȋe.g. requirements for interoperable charging stations deployed in FranceȌ, providing Mode ͵ charging solutions, con-tributing to the standardization process on charging interfaces as well as designing and developing advanced energy management systems for EVSE. The core task of the )nstitut français des sciences et technologies des transports, de l'aménagement et des réseaux ȋ)FSTTARȌ was to analyse vehicle data from the french EV. The Karlsruhe )nstitute of Technology ȋK)TȌ and the European )nstitute for Energy Research ȋE)FERȌ carried out 
accompanying research analyses during the whole project duration. The research performed by these institutes cover most scientific aspects within the fleet test and is described in detail in this book. Associated partners are mainly regional partners on both sides of the bor-der. On the French side these are regional corporations: 
 Conseil Général de la Moselle, 
 Communauté Urbaine de Strasbourg, 
 Région Alsace,   
---
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on the German side the regional energy suppliers: 
 E-Werk Mittelbaden, 
 Stadtwerke Karlsruhe, 
 Stadtwerke Baden-Baden and 
 Star.Energiewerk Rastatt. Further partners are: 
 Verband der Automobilindustrie ȋVDAȌ and 
 E)FER. ͳ.ʹ )nteroperability )nteroperability was identified as a key aspect within the bi-national fleet test. )n the beginning of the fleet test three main domains were identified in which certain interoperability had to be established in order to allow cross border mobility for EV: ȋiȌ hardware ȋin particular for EV chargingȌ, ȋiiȌ software and services as well as ȋiiiȌ billing ȋfor charging and service usageȌ. While these domains usually require analysis in the field of systems engineering and information technology to allow the necessary infor-mation exchange we integrated organisational, political, and social per-spectives, too. )n doing so, a coherent infrastructure of technically differing solutions and services for the individual components in the fleet test were developed and implemented.The objective was to provide and test a first interoperable system of several dozen EVSE in two countries which may serve as a cornerstone for a barrier-free Europe-wide interoperable sys-tem, which allows charging an EV wherever needed. Therefore, the following two foci ȋminimum requirementsȌ were priori-tized in the fleet test: each EV can technically connect to all EVSE within the system ȋi.e. compliant socket systemȌ and each EV user can authenticate oneself at each EVSE ȋe.g. via Radio-Frequency )dentification ȋRF)DȌ cardȌ. 
----
--
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At the beginning of the fleet test in ʹͲͳͳ, the hardware interoperability was not given. On the French side most charging stations ȋmainly operated during the Kléber projectȌ were equipped with a domestic socket ȋMode ʹȌ and for Mode ͵ with the )talian-French socket type ȋType ͵ plug systemȌ. Furthermore, several charging stations provided a ǲcamping socketǳ outlet ȋBlue P+N+E-Socket according )EC ͸Ͳ͵ͲͻȌ for the first TOYOTA Prius plug-in hybrid electric vehicle ȋP(EVȌ version. On the German side the MeRegi-oMobil based charging stations are equipped with domestic sockets and Type ʹ ȋi.e. ǲMennekesǳȌ outlets. (ence, only an interoperable Mode ʹ charging was possible and not the preferred Mode ͵ charging.  Therefore, in the fleet test, the following steps had been performed: At least ȋadditionally to the already existing infrastructureȌ ʹͷ charging sta-tions have been installed in public areas on each side of the border. Besides domestic socket outlets, these charging stations were each equipped with both, Type ʹ and Type ͵ socket outlets ȋ"dual type socket" chargingȌ and allowed for up to ʹʹ kW charging. )t was intended to retrofit these dual socket spots later in order to comply with the European standardisation decisionͳ. This was taken in ʹͲͳ͵ and favours the Type ʹ socket system. )n ʹͲͳͳ the situation of Software, service and billing interoperability has been even worse. Most of the charging processes were free of charge and authentication technologies – if necessary – were very diverse. Only the already installed EVSE by EnBW provided a unique billing system.  For improving this situation a new and broadly accepted concept has to be developed. This concept should consider requirements of all European stakeholders ȋi.e. EVSE as well as EV providers and operators, utilities, etc.Ȍ as well as EV users. Also future developments in specific services in all relevant fields ȋe.g. navigation, EVSE reservation, further authenticationȌ should be taken into account. To assure interoperability for software and services the following steps have been established during the fleet test: ȋͳȌ unified access and authentication concepts based on proofed systems like                                                                     ͳ  Directive COMȋʹͲͳ͵ȌͲͲͳͺ 
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RF)D, NFC, ȋʹȌ cross border billing and roaming concepts based on differ-ent payment methods, ȋ͵Ȍ interoperable smart charging concepts ȋbased on )EC ͳͷͳͳͺȌ, ȋͶȌ management concepts to control and monitor the charging infrastructure as well as ȋͷȌ unified connectors for data exchange between the partners are analysed developed and implemented. Basis for this concept was a unified roaming service layer ȋcf. Figure ʹȌ which also served as basis for several implemented smart functionalities e.g. route optimizing and charging spot reservation. 
 Figure ͳ: Dual Charging Station for Type ͳ and ʹ in France. 
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 Figure ʹ: The roaming layer architecture by Bosch used in CROME in order to allow interoperable charging and other services. ͳ.͵ Timeline From January ʹͲͳͳ to December ʹͲͳͶ the following steps have been per-formed during the fleet test: )n the beginning of ʹͲͳͳ the EV prototypes were set up, commercial condi-tions fixed and possible users identifiedʹ. Afterwards the roll out of the EV started and their usage was monitored until the end of ʹͲͳ͵. )n the beginning of ʹͲͳͳ first the technical specifications for the EVSE had to be validated in order to subsequently install and operate the dual type EVSE within the fleet test region. )n the beginning of ʹͲͳʹ EVSE with DC-fast-charging capabilities for EV ȋMode Ͷ, C(AdeMOȌ were installed and operated͵. Additionally, German OEM tested DC charging ȋMode ͶȌ with CCS-System with their company cars in ʹͲͳ͵. 
                                                                    ʹ  The users were neither chosen nor subsidized. This resulted in a user characteristic which is specified in chapters ͺ and ͳͲ. ͵  This infrastructure has also been used for the Alsace Corridor Energétique and the project RheinMobil.  
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Regarding services from ʹͲͳͳ to ʹͲͳʹ multiple tasks concerning the com-munication of EVSE and EV, the unified access and authentication system as well as the development of the roaming service layer were performed. )n ʹͲͳ͵ further advanced services and the connection of the EVSE to the backend system were implemented and operated. A billing system between the German EVSE operators in the fleet test was established in ʹͲͳʹ. )n ʹͲͳ͵ additionally French EVSE operators were included into the billing system. The conducted accompanying research exemplified in detail in the following chapters started with preliminary tasks in ʹͲͳͳ and continued until ʹͲͳͶ when a final deep analysis of the data from the fleet test has been conducted. ͳ.Ͷ EV in the fleet test The target number of cars to be brought into the fleet test was set to a minimum of ͳͲͲ of which most were battery electric vehicles ȋBEVȌ and only few P(EV. The fleet included vehicles ranging from small cars to sports cars and utility vehicles. These were either series vehicles which are and were offered for sale to final customers or small series vehicles which could be leased by the customers ȋsee chapter seven and eight for a de-tailed discussion on the customersȌ. Within the fleet test even some proto-types were tested by Porsche. Most EV were able to charge in Mode ʹ ȋdo-mestic socketsȌ and in Mode ͵ ȋwith Type ʹ or Type ͵ cablesȌ ȋcf. Table ͳȌ. Only few vehicles additionally supported DC fast charging up to Ͷ͵ kW. ͳ.ͷ )nstalled infrastructure A key objective of the fleet test was to demonstrate solutions which allow users to connect their EV to EVSE throughout Europe.Therefore, in a first step these solutions had to take into account the infrastructure which had already been deployed in France and Germany in ʹͲͳͳ. )n the beginning of the field test each user had to carry three cords for assuring interoperabil-
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ity ȋi.e. Mode ʹ with domestic plug as well as two Mode ͵ cables, one with a Type ͵ and the other one with a Type ʹ plugȌ. The idea of providing each user with three different cords was abandoned as it would neither support a sustainable interoperability on charging spots nor meet the customer needs. The dual type socket solution has been introduced instead ȋsee aboveȌ and all already operated EVSE by project partners have been al-tered correspondingly. They allow for Mode ʹ charging and Mode ͵ charg-ing up to ʹʹ kW. At the end of the fleet test ͷͲ EVSE equipped with dual type sockets granted a minimum of interoperability testing the project region ȋcf. Figure ͵Ȍ. Each EV has been delivered to the fleet test with a set of two cords: one for Mode ʹ charging ȋdomestic plugȌ and the other for Mode ͵ charging ȋin Germany Type ʹ plug and in France Type ͵ plugȌ.  
 Figure ͵: Geographical venue of the fleet test. 
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Table ͳ: Characteristics of applied EV in the fleet test. 
 
Mercedes Benz A-
Klasse E-CELL 
Peugeot iOn / Citroën 
C-ZERO 
Peugeot Partner 
Origin / Citroën Ber-
lingo First 
Porsche Boxster e 
Renault Kangoo Z. E. 
smart fortwo electric 
drive 
Toyota Prius 
Porsche Panamera S 
Hybrid 
Category 
BEV 
BEV 
BEV 
BEV 
BEV 
BEV P(EV 
P(EV 
Production 
Series 
Mass 
Mass 
Prototype 
Mass 
Series Series 
Prototype 
Commercial 
launch ʹͲͳͲ 
ʹͲͳͲ 
ʹͲͳͲ 
- 
ʹͲͳͳ 
ʹͲͲͻ ʹͲͳʹ 
- 
Battery 
energy 
(kWh) ͵͸ 
ͳ͸,͵ 
ʹ͵,ͷ 
ʹ͸ 
ʹʹ 
ͳ͸,ͷ Ͷ,Ͷ 
͹,ͷ 
Charging 
mode ʹ/͵ 
ʹ/͵/Ͷ 
ʹ/͵/Ͷ 
ʹ/͵ 
ʹ/͵ 
ʹ/͵ ʹ/͵ 
ʹ/͵ 
Plug type  
(EV side) ʹ 
ͳ 
ʹ 
ʹ 
ʹ 
ʹ ͳ 
ʹ 
Range 
(km) ʹͷͷ 
ͳͷͲ 
ͳʹͲ 
ͳ͹Ͳ 
ͳ͹Ͳ 
ͳ͵ͷ ʹͷ 
͵Ͳ 
Max. speed 
(km/h) ͳͷͲ 
ͳ͵Ͳ 
ͳͳͲ 
ͳͷͲ/ʹͲͲ 
ͳ͵Ͳ 
ͳͲͲ ͳͺͲ 
ʹ͹Ͳ 
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ͳ.͸ The projectǯs major learnings 
Europe-wide standards for the further 
development of electromobility are crucial The project has demonstrated that interoperability is feasible based on the existing technologies on both sides of the border: The fleet test showed that both the type ʹ and type ͵ plugs and sockets can be implemented in one charging station according to the regulatory constraints on each side of the border in a way that easy retrofitting is ensured. Both types enabled charg-ing of the EV in the project. Although technically feasible, this solution does not appear meaningful on the long term. )n order to reduce the costs for the deployment of the infrastructure, complexity of hardware, and to increase the user acceptance, the CROME partners recommended an agreement at European level on one standard type of plug and the deployment of charg-ing stations which can be easily retrofitted if decided by the infrastructure owner, so that the costs for the adaptation to a future standard remain as low as possible. Thanks to the development of common specifications for mode ͵ compliant public charging stations and to the preparation of the corresponding initial call for tender together with CUS, CROME contributed to simplify the erection of mode ͵ charging stations in France. The CROME terms of reference for the charging infrastructure have already been adopt-ed by further border regions in France, e.g. Pas-de-Calais.  
Fast charging is used and meets EV customer needs The CROME project demonstrated that electromobility corridors are an appropriate pattern in order to interlink already ǲelectrified regionsǳ. (owever, interoperable and multi-standard fast charging facilities are required in order to cope with the different EV types on the market and foster the exchange between the regions. The CROME project proved that CCS charging and high level communication according to )SO / )EC ͳͷͳͳͺ work properly.   
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CROME demonstrated service interoperability by roaming of services The detailed definition added to the mode ͵ specifications enabled a relia-ble cross-border charging. )n this respect, no further developments are needed. The adoption of the CROME terms of reference for charging in mode ͵ has contributed to the development of an industrial offer in terms of infrastructure. The RF)D card is a suitable media for ensuring roaming; within the project, the technology has proved to be user-friendly and reliable. )n addition, a live retrieval of the information needed between the backends avoids keeping data in all the systems. Consequently, e. g. in case a RF)D-card gets lost, it is sufficient to disable it in one of the systems to have it immediately disabled in all the network of connected systems. The Open Charge Point Protocol ȋOCPPȌ allows a flexible connection  of different charging stations to a backend system. )t brings the advantage of being a de facto standard used by different providers. (owever, a con-nection requires the relevant partners to agree upon a common communi-cation layer.  )t was demonstrated that the selected roaming architecture works and is accepted by all the partners connected, as it supports current as well as future business models. The CROME partners recommend for a future mar-ketplace to build a network of independent international partners ȋcompet-itorsȌ having their autonomous business and systems, the system design ensuring that each partner keeps his independence ȋdataȌ. )t was proven, that real-time authorization between the partner systems linked via a roaming layer can be realized without any noticeable delay compared to the authorization within one partner system. This allows respecting the princi-ple of minimized data storage and avoids large scale whitelist solutions. Linking vehicle data to backend systems makes innovative services possi-ble; however, specific legal framework conditions are to be considered. The roaming of services will be a key enabler for future mobility solutions.  
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Cross-border billing needs a clear legal framework A clear legal framework is necessary for the implementation of cross-border billing, especially with respect to the billing of the value-added tax. Furthermore, showing a customized pricing table at the charging station of each provider may considerably increase the cost transparency for the end user. Similarly, transferring the pricing table via roaming service layer in connection with the authentication service also seems to make sense. 
